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a b s t r a c t
We describe an improved method of measuring brain atrophy rates from serial MRI for multi-site imaging
studies of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The method (referred to as KN-BSI) improves an existing brain atrophy
measurement technique—the boundary shift integral (classic-BSI), by performing tissue-speciﬁc intensity
normalization and parameter selection. We applied KN-BSI to measure brain atrophy rates of 200 normal and
141 AD subjects using baseline and 1-year MRI scans downloaded from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative database. Baseline and repeat images were reviewed as pairs by expert raters and given quality
scores. Including all image pairs, regardless of quality score, mean KN-BSI atrophy rates were 0.09% higher (95%
CI 0.03% to 0.16%, p = 0.007) than classic-BSI rates in controls and 0.07% higher (− 0.01% to 0.16%, p = 0.07)
higher in ADs. The SD of the KN-BSI rates was 22% lower (15% to 29%, p b 0.001) in controls and 13% lower (6% to
20%, p = 0.001) in ADs, compared to classic-BSI. Using these results, the estimated sample size (needed per
treatment arm) for a hypothetical trial of a treatment for AD (80% power, 5% signiﬁcance to detect a 25%
reduction in atrophy rate) would be reduced from 120 to 81 (a 32% reduction, 95% CI = 18% to 45%, p b 0.001)
when using KN-BSI instead of classic-BSI. We concluded that KN-BSI offers more robust brain atrophy
measurement than classic-BSI and substantially reduces sample sizes needed in clinical trials.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Large multi-site clinical studies provide a powerful way to
understand diseases and their treatments. In recent years, neuroimaging outcomes have increasingly been incorporated into such studies
(Horn and Toga; 2009; Barkhof et al., 2009). However, information is
often lacking about the robustness and variability of these outcomes
in a multi-site setting. The Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI) was established partly to address this issue. ADNI
included subjects from over 50 sites across the U.S. and Canada, and its
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aims include testing the ability of serial magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological and
imaging markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessments to
measure progression in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early
Alzheimer's disease (AD) (Mueller et al., 2005).
The use of images from different sites and scanners brings
particular challenges for image analysis algorithms with the potential
to lose sensitivity and introduce systematic errors (Stonnington et al.,
2008). Increased variability in the outcome measure leads to a
corresponding loss of power to detect treatment effects. For longitudinal studies the stability of image acquisition is critical but may be
compromised in several ways. For MRI, variability in the outcome may
be affected by: (1) image intensity variation due to subject-speciﬁc
noise, noise in the electronics, and imaging gradient non-linearities
(Sled et al., 1998; Lewis and Fox; 2004), (2) variability in distortion
ﬁelds due to differences in subject positioning (Jovicich et al., 2006),
(3) voxel size variation due to drift in the strength of the applied read
out gradient (i.e. calibration drift) (Clarkson et al., 2009), (4) imaging
protocol differences between scanners and between baseline and
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repeat scans (due to scanner hardware and software changes during
the study) (Preboske et al., 2006); and (5) differences in scanner
calibration and quality control procedures (Whitwell et al., 2004).
Although much effort has been put in to address these problems, e.g.
intensity inhomogeneity correction (Sled et al., 1998), distortion ﬁeld
correction (Jovicich et al., 2006), voxel size correction based on
geometric phantom (Gunter et al., 2006) or image registration
(Clarkson et al., 2009), intensity and geometric distortion artifacts
and contrast differences still exist in the images. These errors interact
in a complex manner and affect the results from different image
analysis algorithms in a large multi-site clinical study. Images are often
reviewed by expert raters as part of the quality control in clinical
studies, so that those with unacceptable errors or artifacts can be
excluded from subsequent analysis. However, the exclusion of images
(and hence subjects) decreases the statistical power of the study and,
more importantly, may introduce bias if the outcome values for the
excluded images differ systematically from those included.
The aim of this paper is to increase the robustness and
reproducibility of brain atrophy measurement in multi-site image
studies. The boundary shift integral (BSI) is a semi-automated measure
of regional and global cerebral atrophy rates from serial MRI which
uses intra-subject image registration to give higher precision than is
typically possible with manual measures (Freeborough and Fox;
1997). The BSI has been used to assess atrophy progression in clinical
trials in AD (Fox et al., 2005), and in a number of natural history studies
in a range of neurological disorders, including AD (Ridha et al., 2006;
Freeborough and Fox; 1997), frontotemporal dementia (Chan et al.,
2001), multiple sclerosis (Anderson et al., 2007) and Huntington's
disease (Henley et al., 2006). The BSI estimates the changes in cerebral
volume using differences in voxel intensities between two serial MRI
volume scans at the boundary region of the brain. In order to
accurately measure brain atrophy using BSI, the intensity of the
same tissue in the baseline and repeat scans should be as similar as
possible. The classic BSI technique employs intensity normalization
between baseline and repeat images by dividing the intensity on each
scan by the mean intensity of the interior region of the brain
(consisting mainly of white matter). Where there is the possibility of
tissue contrast changes over time this is not an ideal approach because
it does not take into account the intensity changes of individual tissue
types in the brain, namely cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF), gray matter (GM)
and white matter (WM), relative to each other. Furthermore, an
intensity window parameter must be chosen in the calculation of BSI,
in order to correctly capture the intensity transitions associated with
the brain boundary. The optimal value is largely dependent on the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the image intensity of CSF and GM.
Existing protocols make use of a single BSI intensity window for all the
images from all the imaging sites; however different images acquired
from different sites may have different tissue contrasts and SNRs with
different optimal BSI intensity windows. Ideally the choice of that
optimal window should be automated and unbiased, and based upon
the intrinsic tissue contrast and SNR in the image pairs of a particular
subject produced by a particular scanner and acquisition protocol.
Few papers have explicitly addressed the problems of MR image
intensity normalization and standardization. Nyúl and Udupa used a
two-step approach to standardize MR image intensity to a standard
intensity scale, so that speciﬁc tissue types have a similar intensity
(Nyúl and Udupa; 1999). The ﬁrst step (‘training step’) involved
ﬁnding the parameters of the standardizing transform from a set of
images. The second step (‘transformation step’) applied the learnt
parameters to transform the intensity of a new image into the
standardized histogram. Madabhushi and Udupa later used scalespace concepts to accurately identify principal regions used for the
training step (Madabhushi and Udupa; 2006). Christensen reported
the use of even-ordered derivatives of the image histogram to
determine a single global scaling factor between two images
(Christensen; 2003). The model of a single global scaling factor is

the same as the model of intensity normalization in the classic-BSI.
Weisenfeld and Warﬁeld proposed the use of Kullback-Leibler
divergence to match the intensity distribution of two images (Weisenfeld and Warﬁeld; 2004). Since disease progression in AD will cause
changes in the histogram model (changes in the relative heights and
spread of the CSF/GM/WM peaks) in the repeat image, the methods
proposed by Weisenfeld and Warﬁeld may introduce bias in the BSI.
Many image processing algorithms have a set of customizable
parameters to allow the users to adapt the algorithms to speciﬁc
problems (e.g. biological and image quality variability) (FennemaNotestine et al., 2006; Popovic et al., 2006). However, in a clinical trial
setting, it is desirable that the image analysis is standardized (in terms
of procedures and parameters), repeatable and reproducible (in terms
of small intra-rater and inter-rater variabilities) (Schuster; 2007), and
increasingly, regulations require that the procedure for choosing
parameters be deﬁned in advance for the trial.
In this paper, we describe two improvements for the BSI that address
differences in tissue contrast and SNR over time and between scanners,
namely robust intensity normalization and automatic parameter selection
based on the intrinsic tissue contrast of the MR images. The aim thereby
was to increase the robustness and reproducibility of the BSI in multi-site
image studies. We used the large ADNI dataset to assess whether, and by
how much, these modiﬁcations may reduce variability in measurements
of atrophy rates and consequently reduce estimated sample sizes for a
randomized trial of a putative disease-modiﬁcation therapy for AD.
Methods and materials
In this section, we describe the image data, the method of computing BSI based on normalization using interior brain regions and
manual selection of intensity window (referred to as ‘classic-BSI’), the
improved method of computing BSI (referred to as ‘KN-BSI’), and the
methods of comparison between classic-BSI and KN-BSI.
Image data
We applied our methods to 200 normal controls with mean (SD) age
of 76.0 (5.0) years and 141 AD subjects with mean (SD) age 75.4 (7.4)
years, who had both baseline and 1-year scans in 1.5T scanners on the
ADNI database (www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI). ADNI was launched in 2003
by the National Institute on Aging (NIA), the National Institute of
Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and nonproﬁt organizations, as a 5-year public-private partnership. Determination of sensitive and speciﬁc markers of very early AD progression is
intended to aid researchers and clinicians in developing new treatments
and monitoring their effectiveness, as well as lessening the time and
cost of clinical trials. The principal investigator is Michael W. Weiner, M.
D., VA Medical Center and University of California-San Francisco. ADNI is
the result of efforts of many co-investigators and subjects have been
recruited from over 50 sites across the U.S. and Canada. The initial goal
of ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, aged 55 to 90 years, to participate in
the research—approximately 200 cognitively normal older individuals
to be followed for 3 years, 400 people with MCI to be followed for 3
years, and 200 people with early AD to be followed for 2 years. For upto-date information, see www.adni-info.org.
Each individual was scanned with a number of sequences but for
this study we only used the T1-weighted volumetric scans (one at
baseline and one at one year for each individual). Representative
imaging parameters were TR = 2400 ms, TI = 1000 ms, TE = 3.5 ms,
ﬂip angle = 8°, ﬁeld of view = 240 × 240 mm and 160 sagittal 1.2 mmthick-slices and a 192 × 192 matrix yielding a voxel resolution of
1.25 × 1.25 × 1.2 mm, or 180 sagittal 1.2 mm-thick slices with a
256 × 256 matrix yielding a voxel resolution of 0.94 × 0.94 × 1.2 mm.
The details of the ADNI MR imaging protocol are described by Jack et al.
(2008), and listed on the ADNI website (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/
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ADNI/Research/Cores/). Each exam underwent a quality control
evaluation at the Mayo Clinic (Rochester, MN, USA) under the
supervision of Dr. Jack. Quality control included inspection of each
incoming image ﬁle for protocol compliance, clinically signiﬁcant
medical abnormalities, and image quality. The T1-weighted volumetric scans that passed the quality control were processed using the
standard ADNI image processing pipeline, which included postacquisition correction of gradient warping (Jovicich et al., 2006), B1
non-uniformity correction (Narayana et al., 1988) depending on the
scanner and coil type, intensity non-uniformity correction (Sled et al.,
1998) and phantom based scaling correction (Gunter et al., 2006)—the
geometric phantom scan having been acquired with each patient scan.
Classic-BSI
An overview of the classic-BSI and KN-BSI is shown in Fig. 1. The
classic-BSI is calculated as follows (Freeborough and Fox; 1997):
(1) Delineate the whole brain regions of the baseline images using
a semi-automated technique based on intensity thresholding
and mathematical morphology (Freeborough et al., 1997).
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(2) Delineate the whole brain regions of the repeat images by
automated region propagation using the baseline brain regions
of the same subject (Evans et al., 2009). The baseline images
were registered to the repeat images using afﬁne registration
(to align the images globally) and nonrigid registration based
on B-splines (to align the images locally) (Rueckert et al.,
1999). The baseline brain regions were transformed into the
repeat images using the results of the registrations.
(3) Register the delineated baseline and repeat brain images using
9-degree-of-freedom (9DOF) registration (Clarkson et al.,
2009; Woods et al., 1998).
(4) Apply differential bias correction (DBC) to the registered
baseline and repeat images using a kernel radius of 5, in order
to correct for differences in intensity inhomogeneity artifacts
between the two images (Lewis and Fox; 2004).
(5) Compute the union and intersection regions of the baseline
and repeat brain regions. Dilate the union region once and
erode the intersection region once. The brain boundary shift
region is given by the XOR (exclusive or) of the dilated union
region and the eroded intersect region.
(CL-6) Normalize the intensity of baseline and repeat images by
dividing by the mean intensity inside the intersect region of
the baseline and repeat brain regions.
(CL-7) Compute BSI using a pre-speciﬁed manually chosen intensity
window [0.45, 0.65] (Freeborough and Fox; 1997).
KN-BSI
In order to maximize the accuracy of BSI, the intensities of CSF, GM
and WM need to be the same in baseline and repeat scans. We perform a
linear regression using the mean intensities of CSF, GM, WM, and the
interior brain region, and use the coefﬁcients to normalize the intensity.
Since our aim is to capture most of the tissue type change between CSF
and GM/WM, this implies that it is desirable to ignore the tissue type
change within the same tissue type, and maximize the tissue type
change between different tissue types. We therefore choose the
intensity window to be [ICSF mean + ICSF sd, IGM mean − IGM sd] for the
T1-weighted images, where ICSF mean, ICSF sd, IGM mean and IGM sd are
the mean and standard deviation of CSF intensity, and the mean and
standard deviation of GM intensity. The calculation of KN-BSI is the
same as classic-BSI except that steps (CL-6) and (CL-7) in the classicBSI are replaced by the following steps:

Fig. 1. An overview of classic-BSI and KN-BSI processing pipelines. See Classic-BSI and
KN-BSI sections for more details of each step.

(KN-6) Dilate the baseline and repeat brain regions by 3 voxels, to
include enough voxels in CSF to estimate the mean CSF
intensity.
(KN-7) Perform a k-means clustering (Hartigan and Wong; 1979)
with 3 clusters (CSF, GM and WM) on the DBC-corrected
baseline and repeat images inside the dilated regions.
(KN-8) Perform a linear regression between the corresponding
mean intensities (CSF, GM, WM and interior brain region)
in the DBC-corrected baseline and repeat images. Normalize
the intensity of the two images by mapping the intensity of
the repeat image to the baseline image using the results of
the linear regression.
(KN-9) Calculate the intensity window [ICSF mean +ICSF sd, IGM mean −
IGM sd] for each scan using the results from the k-means
clustering.
(KN-10) Calculate the BSI using the intensity window and the
normalized baseline and repeat scans (Freeborough and
Fox; 1997). This BSI is called the ‘forward BSI’.
(KN-11) Since the linear regression is not symmetrical and may
introduce bias, swap the baseline and repeat images and
repeat steps (KN-8) to (KN-10) to calculate the ‘backward
BSI’. The ﬁnal BSI is given by ((+‘forward BSI’) +
(−‘backward BSI’)) / 2.
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The dilation of 3 voxels was empirically chosen by checking that
the estimated mean CSF intensity from k-means clustering was
similar to mean CSF intensity obtained in manually delineated CSF
regions in 3 test images.
Qualitative analysis
Visual assessment of image quality is part of the quality control
in our standard clinical study procedures. Expert raters assess the
normalized baseline and repeat images from classic-BSI as pairs to
assess the extent of image artifacts due to subject motion, image
noise, geometric distortion and tissue contrast changes between
the two time points. Following this, the image pairs are given
quality scores from 1 to 4: 1 (no artifact), 2 (slight artifacts), 3
(some artifacts) and 4 (severe artifacts). Image pairs with quality
score 4 may be recommended to be excluded from the statistical
analysis in a clinical study. In this paper, we reviewed all the
normalized image pairs after the image processing procedures of
classic-BSI.
Quantitative analysis
We applied classic-BSI and KN-BSI to measure the brain volume
changes of the normal control and AD subjects, using all the baseline
and repeat images (i.e. including quality scores from 1 to 4).
Annualized brain atrophy rates were calculated by dividing the
brain volume changes and normalized by the baseline brain volumes
and the scan intervals. We tabulated mean (SD) atrophy rates
separately by quality scores (1–3 (good/acceptable), 4 (poor), and
1–4 (all)) and by subject group (control, AD). We estimated the
difference in mean atrophy rates between classic-BSI and KN-BSI for
each combination of subject group and quality score category, and
calculated 95% conﬁdence intervals (CIs) for the mean assuming
normality of the paired differences. We used Pitman's test to compare

the variances of rates generated by the two methods, separately for
each combination of subject group and quality score category. We
compared the means of the rates from quality scores 1–3 scan pairs to
those of quality 4 scan pairs by calculating the corresponding
difference in means, and calculated 95% conﬁdence intervals for
these assuming normality and unequal variances. We calculated the
differences in the means of rates using scan pairs with quality scores
1–3 to the differences in the means of rates using all scan pairs (scores
1–4), and found bias-corrected bootstrap conﬁdence intervals (CIs)
(100,000 bootstrap samples) for this difference.
We estimated sample sizes for a randomized two-arm placebo
controlled clinical trial in which either classic-BSI or KN-BSI is used to
calculate atrophy rates, using the standard formula: sample size = (u
+ v)2 × (2σ2) / ( Δμ)2, where u = 0.841 to provide 80% power and
v = 1.96 to test at the 5% signiﬁcance level, Δμ is the change in the
annualized percentage atrophy rate between the treatment groups
and σ is the SD of rates of atrophy in the treatment and placebo groups
(assuming SD is the same in treatment and placebo groups) (Fox et al.,
2000). We calculated sample sizes both with and without controlling
for normal aging in controls.
• Based on AD atrophy rates alone: sample sizes were calculated to
detect a 25% reduction in atrophy rates in AD subjects (Schuff et al.,
2009; Nestor et al., 2008). This implied that a 100% effective
treatment could reduce atrophy to zero and is commonly used to
report sample sizes in the literature and in studies using the ADNI
dataset.
• Controlling for normal aging: it was assumed that the difference in
atrophy rates between age-matched normal controls and AD
subjects represents the maximum possible treatment effect. A 25%
reduction in disease progression was thus considered to be equal
to 25% of this estimated difference, rather than 25% of the atrophy
rates in AD subjects (Fox et al., 2000).

Fig. 2. Results of intensity normalization using classic-BSI and KN-BSI. Notice the subtle change in contrast between CSF and GM/WM in the ventricles in the baseline and normalized
repeat image using classic-BSI (a and b). This caused the darkening in the ventricles in the subtraction image (d). Panel e shows similar contrast between CSF and GM/WM in the
baseline and normalized repeat image using KN-BSI. Panel f shows the difference between the normalized repeat images using classic-BSI and KN-BSI.
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We calculated sample sizes using the mean and SD of atrophy rates
from each method, estimated either using image pairs with quality
scores 1–3 or using all image pairs, in order to investigate whether
KN-BSI was more robust to image artifacts and which method
produced smaller sample sizes. We found bias-corrected bootstrap
CIs (100,000 bootstrap samples) for each of the estimated sample
sizes, and also for the ratio of the sample size using KN-BSI to that
using classic-BSI.
Statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 10 (College
Station, Texas, US).
Results
Qualitative analysis
After reviewing the 341 normalized image pairs following standard image registration and intensity normalization (classic-BSI
image processing procedures), 289 (120 AD, 169 controls) image
pairs (85%) were found to have image quality scores 1–3, and 52 (21
AD, 31 controls) image pairs (15%) were found to have image
quality score 4. The percentages of images with quality score 4 were
similar in AD subjects and controls (15% AD vs 16% controls). Fig. 2
shows an example of the intensity normalization using classic-BSI
and KN-BSI.
Quantitative analysis
The mean and SD of the annualized brain atrophy rates of normal
controls and AD subjects using classic-BSI and KN-BSI are shown in
Table 1. There was no evidence of a difference in the means of
atrophy rates between classic-BSI and KN-BSI with good/adequate
scans (quality scores 1–3) (p = 0.48 for controls and p = 0.07 for
AD). Conversely, there was statistically signiﬁcant evidence that
the SD of the KN-BSI rates was lower than that of the classicBSI rates, with the SD of KN-BSI rates 12% lower (95% CI 3% to 20%,
p = 0.0069) in controls and also 12% lower (6% to 17%, p b 0.001) in
ADs.
Using image pairs with poorer quality (quality score 4), the means
of atrophy rates using classic-BSI were 0.50% (95% CI 0.21% to 0.79%,
p = 0.002 control) and 0.81% (0.53% to 1.09%, p b 0.001, AD) lower
than KN-BSI. In controls the KN-BSI rates had an SD which was 34%
lower (15% to 48%, p = 0.002) than that for classic-BSI. In ADs there
was no evidence of a difference in the SDs of the two methods
(p = 0.99), although the 95% conﬁdence interval indicates that we
cannot exclude the possibility of quite large differences in SDs for ADs
with poor scan quality.
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Including image pairs of all quality scores, the mean of the classicBSI rates was 0.09% (0.03% to 0.16%, p = 0.007) lower than the KN-BSI
rates in controls and 0.07% (−0.01% to 0.16%, p = 0.08) lower in ADs.
There was strong evidence that the SD of the KN-BSI rates was lower
than that of the classic-BSI rates, with the SD 22% lower (15% to 29%,
p b 0.001) in controls and 13% lower (6% to 20%, p = 0.001) in ADs.
Comparing the results between image pairs with different quality
scores (vertically down Table 1):
• For classic-BSI: the means of atrophy rates using image pairs with
poorer quality (score 4) were 0.49% (0.04% to 0.94%, p = 0.03,
control) and 0.78% (0.32% to 1.25%, p = 0.002, AD) lower than
using image pairs with quality scores 1–3. The means of atrophy
rates using image pairs with quality scores 1–4 were 0.08% (0.01%
to 0.15%, p = 0.03, control) and 0.12% (0.05% to 0.21%, p = 0.002,
AD) lower than using image pairs with quality scores 1–3.
• For KN-BSI: there was no evidence that the means of atrophy rates
using image pairs with quality scores 1–3 differed from those
using image pairs with quality score 4 in normal and AD subjects.
The mean of atrophy rates using image pairs with quality score 4
was 0.01% (−0.29% to 0.31%, p = 0.95, control) lower and 0.08%
higher (−0.38% to 0.54%, p = 0.72, AD) than using image pairs
with quality scores 1–3. Similarly, the mean of atrophy rates using
all image pairs (quality scores 1–4) was almost identical to (−0.04
to 0.05, p = 0.95, control) and only 0.01% higher than (−0.05% to
0.08%, p = 0.72, AD) using image pairs with quality scores 1–3.
The sample sizes per arm (80% power at a 5% signiﬁcance level to
detect 25% reduction in disease progression) calculated from the
atrophy rates using classic-BSI and KN-BSI are shown in Table 2.
Assuming a treatment effect which reduces the AD atrophy rate by
25%, the estimated sample size using KN-BSI was 16% (4% to 26%,
p = 0.005) smaller than that using classic-BSI, when image pairs
with quality scores 1–3 were used. Using all images regardless of
quality, the KN-BSI sample size was 32% (18% to 45%, p b 0.001) lower.
Assuming a treatment which reduces atrophy rate by 25% of the
estimated AD-control group difference, the sample size using KN-BSI
was estimated to be 8% lower (12% higher to 25% lower, p = 0.39)
than the classic-BSI sample size when using quality 1–3 images,
whereas using images of all quality scores, the estimated reduction
was 22% (2% higher to 41% lower, p = 0.05).
From Table 2, taking into account the 15% of image pairs with quality
score 4 using classic-BSI, if only image pairs with quality scores 1–3 were
to be used in an analysis, the required sample size would be increased
from 94 to 111 (AD atrophy rates alone), approaching the sample size of
120 obtained when using image pairs with quality scores 1–4.

Table 1
Brain atrophy rates using classic-BSI and KN-BSI.
Image pairs included

Quality scores 1–3

Quality score 4

Quality scores 1–4

Classic-BSI
mean (SD)

KN-BSI
mean (SD)

Control (N = 169)

0.57% (0.60%)

0.59% (0.53%)

AD (N = 120)

1.53% (0.93%)

1.48% (0.83%)

Control (N = 31)

0.08% (1.21%)

0.58% (0.80%)

AD (N = 21)

0.75% (0.97%)

1.56% (0.96%)

Control (N = 200)

0.50% (0.75%)

0.59% (0.58%)

AD (N = 141)

1.42% (0.98%)

1.49% (0.85%)

Classic-BSI versus KN-BSI
Differences in mean
(classic-BSI − KN-BSI)
(95% CI)

SD ratio
(KN-BSI/classic-BSI)
(95% CI)

− 0.02%
(− 0.08% to 0.04%)
0.06%
(− 0.00% to 0.11%)
−0.50%⁎

0.88⁎
(0.80 to 0.97)
0.88⁎
(0.83 to 0.94)
0.66⁎

(− 0.79% to
− 0.81%⁎
(− 1.09% to
− 0.09%⁎
(− 0.16% to
− 0.07%
(−0.16% to

− 0.21%)
− 0.53%)
− 0.03%)
0.01%)

(0.52 to 0.85)
1.00
(0.75 to 1.33)
0.78⁎
(0.71 to 0.85)
0.87⁎
(0.80 to 0.94)

⁎ Denotes statistically signiﬁcant differences (p b 0.05) between classic-BSI and KN-BSI.
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Table 2
Estimated sample sizes (95% CI) per arm (80% power at the 5% signiﬁcance level to detect 25% reduction in disease progression) with and without controlling for normal aging using
classic-BSI and KN-BSI.
Image pairs included
Quality scores 1–3

Based on AD atrophy rates alone
Controlling for normal aging

Quality scores 1–4

Based on AD atrophy rates alone
Controlling for normal aging

Classic-BSI

KN-BSI

Sample size ratio of KN-BSI
and classic-BSI (95% CI)

94
(68 to 132)
239
(156 to 398)
120
(87 to 167)
284
(183 to 480)

79
(59 to 107)
220
(148 to 353)
81
(62 to 107)
223
(154 to 342)

0.84⁎
(0.74 to 0.96)
0.92
(0.75 to 1.12)
0.68⁎
(0.55 to 0.82)
0.78
(0.59 to 1.02)

⁎ Denotes statistically signiﬁcant differences between classic-BSI and KN-BSI (p b 0.05). Note that the sample sizes at 90% power are given by 1.34 times the sample sizes at 80% power.

The differences in the brain atrophy rates calculated using classicBSI and KN-BSI for each of the imaging sites are shown in Fig. 3. The
largest difference in the atrophy rates between the two methods was
from the images acquired in site X, which was subsequently found to
have had a change of scanner (from GE to Siemens) between
baseline and repeat scans. Fig. 4 shows the automatically chosen
intensity windows for different scanner makes (the automatically
chosen intensity window was normalized to the mean brain intensity
to allow comparison with the manually chosen intensity window).
This shows that the mean values of the upper and lower intensity
window are different in different scanner models. No automated
intensity window choices were exactly coincident with the classic-BSI
parameters.
Conclusions and discussion
We have described a method of brain atrophy measurement from
serial MR imaging that addresses the problem of differences in tissue
contrast and SNR over time and between scanners. The method
involves tissue-speciﬁc intensity normalization to improve consistency over time, and automated BSI parameters selection based on
image speciﬁc brain boundary contrast to improve consistency
between scanners. The method was applied to over 300 baseline
and 1-year volumetric MR image pairs acquired in a large multi-site
imaging study of controls and AD subjects (ADNI). The new method,
KN-BSI, reduced the number of subjects required in a hypothetical
multi-site clinical trial of drug treatment in AD by an estimated 32%

Fig. 3. The box plot shows the difference in brain atrophy rates between classic-BSI and
KN-BSI for each imaging site. The horizontal line in the box represents the median
value, and the box represents the interquartile range (IQR). The whiskers represent the
upper and lower adjacent values, which are the highest value not greater than 75th
percentile + 1.5 times IQR and the lowest value not less than 25th percentile—1.5 times
IQR. Values outside the whiskers are marked as crosses.

(95% CI 18% to 45%), compared to classic-BSI. Conﬁdence intervals are
often not reported for estimates of sample sizes or their ratios,
limiting interpretation and comparisons of estimates between studies.
Table 1 shows that KN-BSI is more robust to the artifacts in images
with poorer or less consistent image quality (score 4) than classic-BSI.
The mean atrophy rates using KN-BSI using images with any of the
quality scores were very similar. However, this was not true for
classic-BSI: the atrophy rates using images with poorer quality (score
4) were different to and importantly were more variable (higher SDs)
than the better quality image pairs.
The quality scores inevitably involve some arbitrary judgments
which may be inﬂuenced by multiple factors including, not only
changes in tissue contrast, which the KN-BSI seeks to improve, but
also other factors such as movement or other artifacts. The ADNI MR
dataset is unique in the terms of the effort that went into protocol
development and the ongoing quality control process to try to ensure
that images were consistent across sites and over time (Jack et al.,
2008). Despite these efforts, there were signiﬁcant changes over time,
which is inevitable with multi-site studies that last several years. The
more variable the tissue contrast between sites and over time, the
more important it will be for techniques such as KN-BSI to try to
minimize these confounds. Clearly future studies will need to
prioritize stability over time in terms of MR acquisition stability.

Fig. 4. The mean upper intensity window versus mean lower intensity window
organized by the scanner make. The error bars denote the 95% conﬁdence interval. The
numbers of subjects (N) scanned at each scanner make are GE Genesis (N = 31), GE
Excite (N = 135), GE HDx (N = 7), Philips Intera (N = 43), Siemens Avanto (N = 30),
Siemens Sonata (N = 34), and Siemens Symphony (N = 61). The automatically chosen
intensity window has been normalized by the mean brain intensity to allow comparison
with the manually chosen intensity window.
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Our intensity normalization method is closely related to the work
by Nyúl and Udupa (1999), which suggested that intensity in MR
image could be mapped to a standardized range by using the modes in
the histogram. In this work, we used k-means clustering to
automatically ﬁnd these modes which correspond to CSF, GM and
WM, although our method is not dependent on a speciﬁc classiﬁcation
technique.
Tissue intensity changes may be caused by underlying neuropathology in neurodegenerative diseases. Neuropathology such as
hydration state, cell content (e.g. neuron loss, gliosis) and chemistry
changes the tissues at a cellular level, which will be reﬂected in
changes in tissue intensity in MR images over the long term. This,
however, is of a much lower effect than the changes that can be
introduced by scanning equipment. The changes due to upgrades of
scanners or differences in patient positioning may be an order of
magnitude greater than those that are due to the underlying neuropathology over 1 year for neurodegenerative diseases. In particular, in
Alzheimer's disease, studies looking at T1 and T2 values (Ramani et al.,
2006) found that the difference between AD patients and controls, is
relatively small, but nonetheless should not be ignored. Volume
changes (atrophy) will be over and above these effects, and the BSI is
particularly looking at changes at the boundary between brain and CSF
and as such will be less sensitive to changes in intrinsic tissue signal
intensity.
We showed that the intensity window in BSI can be automatically
and objectively chosen, based on the mean and standard deviation of
signal intensity in different tissue classes. Although the automatically
chosen intensity windows were similar to the manually chosen
intensity window (Fig. 4), the ﬁgure shows that the intensity window
depended on the make of the scanner and that one intensity window
was not necessarily appropriate for all image pairs. The automatically
chosen intensity window method therefore has the advantages of
being reproducible, conceptually simple, easy to implement and not
directly relying on the semi-automatically segmented brain regions or
the judgment of the image analysts. It should be noted that although
the automatic intensity window is chosen to capture tissue type
change between CSF and GM, it will also capture the tissue type
change between CSF and WM in T1-weighted images because the
intensity of WM is greater than that of GM in T1-weighted images.
Reductions of up to 30% in sample size requirements would have
very material and signiﬁcant beneﬁts. Clinical trials seeking to show
effects on disease progression in AD (or other neurodegenerative
conditions) are large, lengthy and expensive. The reduced sample size
requirements may mean that trials can be better powered and/or
more cost-effective allowing more treatments to be tested and fewer
patients to be exposed to possible side effects. The measurement of
brain atrophy rates is relevant for a number of different diseases
beyond AD. KN-BSI can provide more robust and less variable brain
atrophy measurement in other diseases, such as frontotemporal
dementia (Chan et al., 2001), multiple sclerosis (Anderson et al.,
2007) and Huntington's disease (Henley et al., 2006). The issues
related to the importance (and cost) of multi-site studies in these
disorders are very similar to those encountered in trials in AD.
This study highlights the potential problems of scan acquisition
changes over time. These problems may be due to operator error or
scanner hardware and software changes; these are inevitable in large
and lengthy multi-site clinical studies and may be very obvious or
quite subtle but are nonetheless important. Furthermore, these
problems extend beyond BSI and would increase the variability of
the results of other image analysis algorithms or manual measurement
that depend on the tissue contrast in the images. One of the strengths
of this study lies in the comparison of classic-BSI and KN-BSI using a
large number of images (682 images from 341 subjects) acquired on at
least seven different models of scanners at multiple sites.
Interestingly, differences between the KN-BSI and classic-BSI
showed wide site-speciﬁc differences with large differences implying
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a site had less consistent image contrast over time. The most extreme
cases were images acquired at site X, which had a hardware change.
This suggests that differences between the two methods may
contribute to the monitoring of scanners for quality control purposes.
More simply, within-subject changes in GM/WM/CSF contrast using
methods such as k-means clustering could be used to help assess
scanner stability or detect hardware, software or parameter changes.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the robustness and
variability of atrophy rate measurement for large multi-site imaging
studies can be improved using the KN-BSI method described in this
paper. Given the increasing use of MRI outcomes in large multi-site
trials, methods that can reduce the variability of these outcomes due
to tissue contrast and SNR changes over time and between scanners
will be increasingly valuable. However, they are not a substitute for
rigorous quality control and assurance of scanners, or for attention to
detail in acquiring images.
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